RAFT RAIL
(600x40mm)
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360 DEGREE COVER

BUILT‑IN SPIKES

The design specifics of our Raft Rail.

RR600 is a foundation rail designed to work with all types of pods. It provides flexibility to choose what’s best for
your build approach in addition to the standard mesh chairs. It allows for a 40mm cover between the mesh and
the pod. Its 360 degree design ensures that the spacer will always land “right side up” and maintain the 40mm
spacing regardless of its position.

The Raft Rail comes with spikes that allow you to firmly attach it to the pods and keep it in place during the concrete
pour. It is also 37% lighter than existing solutions while maintaining its strong, weight‑bearing capability. Load‑tested
to hold up to 275kg and easier to transport, the Raft Rail hits the sweet spot in terms of weight and strength.
These chairs are batch tested and meet the AS/NZS 2425:2015 Standards for bar chairs in reinforced concrete.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
APPLICATIONS

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

EVERYDAY APPLICATION

Provides option for use in addition to
standard bar chairs
Suitable for all raft floor types
Commercial & Residential construction

Code
Cover
Length
Colour
Bag Quantity
Pallet Quantity
Pallet Weight
Pallet Cubic Area (m3)
Test Standard
H2S Resistance
Material

PR600
40mm
600mm
Recycled Varies
24
1200
114kg
1.56m3
AS/NZS 2425:2015
A1 ‑ Excellent*
Polypropylene (PP)

Longer base allows faster installation
360 degree design ensures “right side up”
position at all times
Spikes allow installation stability
Lightweight reinforced design
Wide gaps in the body frame improves
concrete flow

*Chemical Effect; Excellent. Satisfactory to 72°F (22°C)

TECHNICAL DIMENSIONS

TEST DATA

600mm x 40mm
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